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Correction to:  Sustainability Science  
https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s11625- 022- 01131-0

In the original publication of the article, second author’s 
name was published incorrectly as “QingYu Zhang”. The 
correct name should read as “Qingyu Zhang” and the respec-
tive email address is corrected as q.yu.zhang@gmail.com.

Further, affiliation 3 was published incorrectly and the 
correct affiliation should as follow, “Research Institute of 
Business Analytics and Supply Chain Management, College 
of Management, Shenzhen University, China”.

In addition, Qingyu Zhang should have been denoted as 
a co-corresponding author and included in this correction.

Finally, acknowledgment section was missing in the origi-
nal publication and it is provided in this correction as follows 

“This research was partially funded by Natural Science Foun-
dation of Guangdong—Guangdong Basic and Applied Basic 
Research Foundation (2021A1515011894); Shenzhen Sci-
ence and Technology Program (JCYJ20210324093208022); 
Guangdong 13th-Five-Year-Plan Philosophical and Social 
Science Fund (GD20CGL28); Key Project of National 
Social Science Foundation of China (21AGL014)”.

The original article has been updated.

Publisher's Note Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to 
jurisdictional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations.

The original article can be found online at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ 
s11625- 022- 01131-0.
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